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**Britannica Library (Middle School/Young Adult and Adult options only):** Once in an article, click the blue world symbol at the top right of the screen to translate the article into one of almost 100 languages, including Bengali, Catalan, Korean, Punjabi, Tamil, Telegu, Urdu, Vietnamese.

**EBSCO Host:** Once in an article, click the top right corner of the article page to choose language: Anvika, Bahasa Indonesian, Czech, Dansk, Dutch, German, French, Hebrew, Italian, Magyar, Norsk, Polish, Portuguese, Pyccknn, Romanian, Slovene, Spanish, Suomi, Swedish, Turkish.

**Facts on File World News Digest:** On home screen, press the “Select Language” option just below the header, on the right side of the screen. Translates to more than 100 languages.

**Gale Products:** Once you have performed your search and have your result, click on the “Tools” box on the right and choose the “Translate Article” pull down box and choose from Arabic, Bahasa Indonesian, Bahasa Malaysia, Bengali, Chinese Simplified, Chinese Traditional, Dutch, French, German, Greek, Hindi, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish.

**Medline Plus:** Translates to Spanish only, by using the “Espanol” button on the right. Includes medical directions, including injection instructions, and medication information.

**ProQuest:** Once in an article, click the “Translate” button to the right of the “Abstract (summary)” heading. Records can be saved only in the original language.

**SIRS Knowledge Source / Issues Researcher (a ProQuest product):** Once in an article, click the “Translate” box on the left side of the screen, under the green box. Chinese Simplified, Chinese Traditional, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Spanish, Russian, Turkish.
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A SAMPLING OF EBSCO PRODUCTS

Consumer Health Complete
ERIC
Explora
GreenFILE
Health Source
MasterFILE Premier
Natural & Alternative Treatments
Newspaper Source
Science and Technology
Teacher Reference Center
Topic Search

A SAMPLING OF GALE PRODUCTS

Academic One File
Artemis Literary Source
Health & Wellness Resource Center
InfoTrac Newsstand
Kids InfoBits
Literature Resource Center
Opposing Viewpoints in Context
Science in Context
Scribner Writers Series
Student Resource Center Junior
U.S. History in Context
World History in Context